
 

Tour from SA, Kenya, Tanzania to GWAVACon 2013

NETCB, a local network collaboration and compliance management specialist company, invites technology specialists and
experts to join an organised tour from South Africa, Kenya and Tanzania to GWAVACon 2013, taking place from 28-30
September in Düsseldorf.

The event offers three days of intense training, more than 100 breakout sessions and the opportunity to network with like-
minded people and industry experts from around the globe.

The company's CEO, Cobus Burgers, says GWAVACon 2013 is the place to be for technology professionals and experts
who are involved in building, deploying or maintaining IT solutions by using technologies from e.g. Novell, Microsoft, NetIQ,
SUSE, GWAVA and others. "GWAVACon offers the latest technology news, workshops and training as well as lots of fun
and networking."

Superior training

GWAVACon 2013 offers superior training and delegates will receive training on the latest technologies from Novell and
GWAVA, presented by top IT experts and engineers. It offers them an opportunity to become a Certified Professional on
GWAVA solutions by attending in-depth hands-on courses.

"If you need to find solutions for projects you are working on, then GWAVACon is the right place to find questions to your
answers and to network with like-minded people," says Burgers. "GWAVACon also offers more than 90 breakout sessions
spread across four tracks. Here you will learn more about new technologies, products and projects. Hear about the future
of Novell and GWAVA solutions and strategies."

At GWAVACon, technology specialists can become a part of the community that can interact and share problems and
solutions, which will also help them to provide their customers with the best solutions that they need.

Aimed at system administrators and engineers

This conference is aimed at system administrators and engineers that want to gain a deeper technical knowledge and
insight around these technologies and also CIOs, IT directors and IT managers who want to have a better understanding on
how these technologies can benefit their organisations in terms of performance and costs.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


Furthermore, organisations and individuals that have no knowledge of these platforms and solutions, and want to understand
how the new technologies from these organisations can benefit, improve performance and reduce costs within their current
environments.

NETCB's organised tour is available at a very special rate. Seats are limited so interested parties need to act quickly.

For more, contact NETCB on +27 12 844 0744 or contact Christiaan Swanepoel at moc.bcten@leopenaws.naaitsirhc  or
register online.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com
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